Assessment of Biopharmaceutical Performance of Supersaturating Formulations of Carbamazepine in Rats Using Physiologically Based Pharmacokinetic Modeling.
There is an overgrowing emphasis on supersaturating drug delivery systems (SDDS) with increase in number of poorly water-soluble compounds. However, biopharmaceutical performance from these formulations is limited by phase transformation to stable crystalline form due to their high-energy physical form. In the present study, in vitro kinetic solubility in water and dissolution in biorelevant medium integrated with in silico physiologically based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) modeling was used to predict biopharmaceutical performance of SDDS of poorly water-soluble compound, carbamazepine (CBZ). GastroPlus™ with advanced compartmental absorption and transit model was used as a simulation tool for the study. Wherein, the model was developed using physicochemical properties of CBZ and disposition parameters obtained after intravenous administration of CBZ (20 mg/kg) into Sprague-Dawley (SD) rats. Biorelevant medium was selected by screening different dissolution media for their capability to predict oral plasma concentration-time profile of marketed formulation of CBZ. In vivo performance of SDDS was predicted with the developed model and compared to observed plasma concentration-time profile obtained after oral administration of SDDS into SD rats (20 mg/kg). The predictions, with strategy of using kinetic solubility and dissolution in the selected biorelevant medium, were consistent with observed biopharmaceutical performance of SDDS. Additionally, phase transformation of CBZ during gastrointestinal transit of formulations was evaluated and correlated with in vivo dissolution deconvoluted by Loo-Reigelman analysis.